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Introducing the new Standox VOC Xtreme Filler
U7600 and the Standox Express Wipes U3000. 
Both are revolutionary products that provide a 
significant change for the preparation process. 
Applied in one visit, without flash-off times. 
With a very impressive air-drying performance. 
Bodyshop owners can now look forward to a 
higher throughput. For painters, it’s even easier to 
apply – and produce work of the highest quality. 
For even more dramatic results, combine Standox 
Express Prep Wipes U3000 and Standox Xtreme 
Filler U7600 with the Standocryl VOC Xtreme 
Clear K9580. This combination delivers impressive 
energy savings.

REVOLUTIONARY!
SUPER-FAST CURING FILLER

 



Are you looking to increase the throughput in your preparation area? Drastically? Thanks to an 
innovative, patented technology that uses humidity in the air to speed up the drying process – this latest 
Standox innovation outperforms existing drying records.

Express Prep Wipe U3000
Based on a new technology, you can now significantly speed up the entire process of “priming” 
metal substrates.
-- Fast and easy wipe on application
-- Easy to use, no product preparation, no potlife like with mixed products
-- Reduction of flash-off times against 2K acid primer up to 20-25 min.  

VOC-Xtreme Filler U7600  
Featuring new technology, the revolutionary VOC-Xtreme Filler outperforms on every level. 
-- Simple 1:1 mixing ratio with Standox Xtreme Filler Hardener.
- Convenient One Vist Application without flash-off - up to four coats
- Very impressive air-drying performance. It can be sanded after only 20-40 minutes 
- Very flexible in drying, IR and low bake are possible with shortest drying times
-  Micro Repair, panel and multi panel repairs, in fact any type of repair of any size can be  
handled at the same time, thanks to air-drying.

For a filler to outperform all existing drying records it will need to have a very impressive air-drying 
performance. The Standox VOC-Xtreme Filler U7600 meets this challenge head on. Remarkably, it 
can be sanded after only 20-40 min air drying time. Provides excellent vertical stability and a super 
smooth flow directly from the spray gun. It´s available in 3 colours: white, grey and black.

The sanded VOC Xtreme Filler provides an outstanding gloss hold out after top coating. 
To achieve the best results, combine with the Standoblue Basecoat and VOC Xtreme Clear K9580 
for sensational mirror gloss.

Replacing the primer and applying a special layer, Express Prep Wipes guarantee excellent 
adhesion and corrosion protection. With convenient application properties and significant time 
savings due to no flash-off time requirements. For metal substrate preparation, the Standox Express 
Prep Wipes U3000 is mandatory when using VOC Xtreme Filler. Very economical, one wipe can 
cover around 2 m2.

XTREME TECHNOLOGY

XTREMELY EFFICIENT PROCESS 

STANDOX VOC-XTREME FILLER U7600

EXCELLENT APPEARANCE 

STANDOX EXPRESS PREP WIPES U3000 



18 min 
STANDOBLUE BASECOAT

41 min 
VOC Xtreme Clear

36 min Air drying  
VOC Xtreme Filler

4 min 
Express Prep Wipes

The new Xtreme Filler and Prep Wipes will be the foundation for the Standox 1 Day Repair 
concept. Your promises to make any size of repair in 1 day just became reality. This is real benefit 
for you and your customers.

 - Provides superior customer value
 - Customers get their car back in one day
 - No compromise on quality
 - Frees capacity in the bodyshop for additional work

1 DAY REPAIR

The VOC Xtreme Filler works without additional heat. That’s reducing energy costs.
For even greater energy savings up to 88%, use the Xtreme Clear K9580.

XTREME ENERGY SAVING

WORK PROCESS
REVOLUTIONARY

• Extremely fast drying
• Energy savings
• Efficient work process
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